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1.

Can Voice be a Value-Added Service?
The pursuit of innovation in mobile services continues at a relentless pace. New
handsets arrive in the marketplace every day boasting new capabilities, speeds, and
features. End users – consumers of communications services - are offered countless
devices and applications to chose from, along with an unprecedented increase in
computing power.
Voice communications now sits as only one of many mobile device functions - be it
texting, email, music or video upload/download. Notwithstanding the noise and pace of
innovation, the vast majority of end users do little more with their devices than initiate
and receive voice-based communications. Voice – the most basic and natural form of
communications - remains the primary objective of mobile communications.

The Voice-User Interface: A Recipe For Revenue
Enterprises have been adopting voice user interfaces (VUI) for customer care and other
business processes for some time now, mainly in call centers to reap the associated
cost advantages. Enabling technologies such as speech recognition and multi-lingual
VUIs are now part of the standard capabilities in voice activation and services
management.
So if a VUI is good enough for customer care and cost containment, why can’t it also be
used proactively to generate revenue and manage the customer experience? Mobivox
believes it can when a VUI is integrated with a hosted address book, creating a new
service delivery model.

Figure 1
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Mobivox|PL is a voice-activated mobile services platform that enables the delivery of a
broad set of value-added services to international markets. According to Pyramid
Research, the mobile value-added services category is expected to double to $300
billion in revenue by 2012.
The platform offers service providers and carriers a rapid time to market opportunity to
maximize their share in this projected growth. Delivered from the cloud, its voice
activated services – voice dialing, group communications, inbound/outbound Mobile
VoIP, voice transcription applications and more - can be offered on any network and to
any user, totally independent of their telephony device.
This document offers insight into Mobivox|PL’s potential to unlock new sources of
revenue, improve services usability and increase end user retention for carriers and
other voice service providers.
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2.

Mobivox |PL – An Overview
At the heart of this patent pending, mobile services platform is its voice user interface
(VUI) programming language. Everything required to write complete, multi-language
voice applications is included into the language including VoIP call control, database
access, speech recognition and text to speech.
The VUI’s adaptive logic provides end users with a next-generation experience in which
they initiate, control and manage their phone-based communications using nothing but
their voices. The device the user is calling from – mobile of any variety, fixed line –
becomes irrelevant. The interface for the user is easy to learn, thus eliminating service
provider complexities typically inherent in the delivery of new services.
By tightly coupling this natural interface with a utility to host the user’s contacts in the
cloud, the platform enables its carrier and service-provider partners to rapidly deploy
person-to-person and person-to-group communication services. The platform’s network
agnostic infrastructure enables partners to offer their entire user populations new
services, while still optimizing use of their own network facilities.

Figure 2
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Why Voice Activation Now?
The mobile VoIP services market is evolving toward a higher order of value-added
services as carriers and service-providers seek sources of new revenue, profit and
customer retention.
Mobile handsets each present device specific user experiences. Multi-service providers
or integrated carriers with both landline and mobile offerings all share the challenge of
facilitating multiple user experiences. A voice user interface approach offers
commonality across devices, a consistent and partner-branded user experience to its
users and an opportunity to deliver value added services.
Two additional social factors are stimulating the need for cost effective, easy-to-use
voice-activated services. These include the wider adoption of legislation that promotes
use of hands-free wireless technology while driving, and the growing use of hosted
personal contact databases that free people from having to memorize telephone
numbers.

Value Added Services (VAS) Delivered From the Cloud
MOBIVOX|PL can be exploited by carriers and service providers to offer several
modules of voice activated value-added services, including but not limited to:

Sample VAS

Usage Description

Voice-assisted calling

Use voice commands to select a contact
from the address book in order to connect
local or long distance calls from any
device

Group communications (for social and
business users)

Say the name of a predefined group in the
address book or, ad-hoc, use the voice
assistant to add contacts to a live call

Mobile to Peer Calling

From any phone, voice-dial contacts
residing in Peer-peer networks like Skype
and GoogleTalk

Inbound Communications (Reverse
Charging)

Receive calls from anywhere in the world
and at local termination rates. Call costing
and screening tells users who is calling
and what it will cost to accept a call

Voice-to-text Messaging

Dictate hands free from any device to
send an SMS or email. Recording is
transcribed and delivered to any mobile or
desktop device

Table 1 – Value Added Services Library
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Market Tested
The Mobivox|PL platform evolved from the innovation and expertise of some of the
earliest developers in the field of speech recognition, and has since matured by
connecting millions of voice-activated calls through the Mobivox consumer
communications service (www.Mobivox.com).
This document outlines and details the platform’s core components and their role in
deploying value-added mobile services:
•
•
•
•

Voice user interface. A shift forward in mobile user experience.
In-the-cloud contact database. An always-on address book.
Platform architecture. A robust and feature-rich communication
infrastructure.
Network Management. An agnostic framework enabling the platform to
manage calls from and to any network.
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3.

Voice: The Natural Interface
The quality of user experience has direct impact on customer satisfaction and spending.
Mobivox|PL enables partners to brand its Voice Assistant, exploit its voice CRM module,
and mine its extensive user profile data to optimize user-experience.
The end user interacts with the platform-powered applications through its highly
optimized and adaptive voice user interface (VUI). A combination of market-tested
speech-recognition technologies, service-specific dialogs and self-learning modules
empower the mobile user to replace manual handset operations with a voice-activated
command and control experience.
In a basic voice-assisted call scenario, a user simply says the name of the person or
group he or she is calling, the platform dynamically retrieves the called party’s number
from the user’s address book and then executes the call.

Figure 3
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The VUI Defined
The Mobivox|PL VUI overcomes two enduring obstacles to wider user acceptance of
speaker-recognition-based services and applications -- the inherently unpredictable
ambient environmental intrusions in the mobile environment and end user frustration
with automated systems. To enable wider deployment and adoption of voice-activated
mobile services by deployment partners, the VUI incorporates the following:

Mobile Experience Management
•

Multi-Language Management: A multilingual interface recognizes names and
commands in English, French and Spanish. The platform can support not only
multi-lingual applications but also complete bilingual applications where a user
can mix the languages together in a same sentence - which often happens with
names

•

Speech/DTMF Toggle: An anytime-toggle between speech-only and tone dialing
(DTMF) maximizes the customer-controlled use of these two widely known
interfaces to enhance end-user experience

•

Dynamic Performance Improvements: The VUI must be able to detect the
user’s speech in noisy conditions. To do so, it continuously collects measures of
user voice volume, ambient and channel noise. Knowing the approximate energy
level at which a user typically speaks, along with the ambient noise level in his or
her calls, enables it to automatically establish a noise-level threshold per user hence deliver higher accuracy

•

Accent Management: For users with strong accents or names with unique
pronunciations, a process known as Voice Tagging records and keeps a
pronunciation of a user’s contact’s name and then is used to increase
subsequent recognition probabilities to near 100 percent

User Adoption Features
•

User Control: A user is offered extensive control over VUI features to create a
more personalized relationship with the service. For instance, a user can: select
voice assistance or a DTMF interface; select a language preference; or select
male or a female voice

•

An always-on Voice Assistant: By pressing star (*) at any time during a call, the
Voice Assistant returns to allow the user to start another call, conference in
another person from his or her stored list of contacts, or access other value
added services

•

Voice Tagging: A user may easily add new entries to the address book over the
phone using a combination of Voice Tagging and DTMF. For example, when a
user dials the same number more than once in a month, he or she is prompted to
add the contact as a new entry
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Voice-based Customer Relationship Management
Extensive user data is gained and stored on the platform to be exploited for user
experience and customer relationship management purposes; data is used at the
discretion of the partner. Data elements include but are not limited to:

User Data Collected by Mobivox|PL
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Home location
Registered phone numbers
Call origination, destination and duration patterns
Feature usage data
Inventory of contacts (including quantity and location information)
Spend patterns
Language preferences
VUI interaction behaviors and preferences

The VUI creates a unique branding and customer relationship management opportunity.
A partner can customize it completely and rapidly to reflect its service offering and brand
identity. It can further be invoked as a customer management tool, including for:
•

In-Call Customer Communications: The voice user interface can be employed
to deliver relationship-management messages on behalf of the partner.
Messages can be invoked logically and delivered based on user-behavior, billing
preferences and other customer-specific details

•

Over the phone payments: Users can be prompted to and manage payment
through the VUI

End-User Profile

Dynamically Inserted VUI Messaging

Newly registered trial user

Remind user of current promotions or benefits to
convert to paying customer

Existing Customer (active)

Thank customer for recent payment and present
rewards

Existing Customer (inactive)

Welcome user back to service and offer incentive to reengage

Table 2 – Sample Voice CRM Use Cases
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4.

User Address Books Managed in the Cloud
The address book is the central component of the user’s universe. Storage of personal
contacts online and on handsets leaves mobile users no longer needing to rely on
personal memory to recall phone numbers. Users’ contacts are increasingly stored in
more than one location. The platform address book acts as a central and highly
functional repository that, along with its tight integration to the VUI, forms a ‘portable,
dynamic memory’ available from any communications device.
Current and well-populated databases of contacts enable better leverage of voiceactivated services from an end user’s mobile or landline device. To lower the user’s
reluctance to adopt and make wider use of voice-activated services, the platform
supports various tools and processes to assure the integrity of the address book and an
optimal user experience.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Existing databases can be imported from leading tools such as Outlook, Yahoo,
Gmail and Skype
New contact entries can be entered manually online
Entries lacking proper data are flagged to help the user eliminate redundancy or
add omitted information such as country codes
Using the DTMF capabilities combined with the Voice Tagging process, new
entries can be entered using the VUI
Speed Dial can be assigned to high-volume destinations
Groups of addresses can be established to facilitate various forms of group
communications

Figure 4
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Dynamic Import of External Databases
The address book serves to enhance the platform capabilities for various partner end
user segments, including power users or small businesses. For those partners already
managing contact books online on behalf of their users, the end user experience
remains unchanged.
Importation of partner-managed address books can be either a one-time user effort or it
can be done automatically every time the user calls, keeping the process seamless for
the end-user.

Owning the Address Book: A Barrier to Churn
The address book – once well populated – serves to bind a user to his or her service
provider. As deregulation and competition simplify the user’s ability to jump from one
service provider to another, loyalty must be gained through other means. Once a user
has invested in populating an address book, and is familiarized with the convenience of
calling contacts by name from any phone, the barrier to change that behavior is
significantly higher.
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5.

Platform Components & End-User Services
Mobivox|PL provides a rich and complete solution unmatched in the industry. The ability
to control each communication channel independently and to be able to bridge and unbridge them – combined with the VUI programming – makes |PL a rapidly deployable
solution for any size customer base.

Figure 5

The platform’s API is used by partners to easily integrate, customize and provide
applications to their user communities. Partners can choose to use a proprietary billing
system or that of the platform. They can individually select which features and packaging
that is most appropriate to their audience and modify the user experience to be instantly
in line with their branding.
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Platform Functionalities & Services

Application
Management

API

•

VUI Programming Language

•

Call Control (outbound/inbound)

•

Multi Language support

•

Speech Recognition

•

Dictation, Transcription

•

Send/Receive SMS

•

Hosted Address Book

•

Communication
Infrastructure

Multi-Call Control Applications (Group)

•

Multi-Protocol Bridge (SIP, IAX, Skype,
GTalk)

•

Multi-Site Deployment and Redundancy

•

Global call initiation footprint

•

Auto callback, web call, SMS callback

•

Integrated Call Termination Network

•

Call Quality Measures and Routing

•

End-User
Management

Call Accounting

•

Certified Credit Card Payments

•

Fraud Management

•

User Profile Management

•

Customer Support

•

Voice CRM

•

Licensing

•

Table 3 – Platform Components & Services
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6.

Communications Infrastructure
The platform is distributed across multiple sites with completely automated fail-over,
database redundancy and automatic replication, application-server redundancy, power
redundancy and speech-recognition redundancy. Every new site added, distributed
across the world, improves capacity and user experience.
The platform’s programming language is multi-threaded. Each thread can control zero or
one communication channel. A communication channel can be a sound card, Skype,
SIP or IAX (Inter-Asterisk Exchange protocol).
For example, a user with a Skype account places a call that the platform receives on a
SIP channel. In response, the platform opens a Skype channel. If the user makes a
Skype call, it is launched on a Skype channel and both Skype and SIP channels are
bridged together. In this way, any communications channel may be bridged or unbridged to any other. Because each thread is independent, a different user experience
for each participant can be created.

Figure 6
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Any Network Connectivity
The MOBIVOX|PL platform’s network-agnostic infrastructure enables rapid integration
with existing services and provides the tools necessary to deploy complete multilanguage applications.
Carriers or service providers may use proprietary networks, leverage Mobivox’s existing
VoIP network relationships and global call-origination footprint, or a select a combination
of the two. The MOBIVOX|PL platform is fully integrated with global and standard VoIP
networks, and calls may terminate with any VoIP-ready network services provider.

Partner or Mobivox-Terminated Calls
The flexibility and efficiency of the MOBIVOX|PL backend means that it can interconnect
with any voice services carrier and that calls:
•
•
•
•

Can terminate to the platform, inbound from any SIP or IAX connection
Can be initiated from a global footprint of more than 400 local access numbers or
from partner-provisioned access points
Can be delivered based on quality and/or on cost
Can be terminated on the Skype and GoogleTalk networks

Call Quality for Mobivox Managed Traffic
For each call the platform manages, it collects call-quality measures, including packet
loss, delays, delay variations, signal-to-noise ratio and sound quality. Call quality
measures are used to continuously improve the user’s overall call quality experience.
The platform reacts instantly by changing routing decisions when a provider’s route
quality falls below certain thresholds.
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7.

Conclusion – Grow Revenue and Loyalty
The voice user interface, hosted address book and network-agnostic backend combine
to form a powerful system in tune with the behavior of a large number of global mobile
phone users.
The Mobivox platform supports several modules of voice activated value-added services
that carriers and service providers can exploit, including but not limited to:
•
•
•
•

Inbound/Outbound mobile VoIP termination services
Group communications for social and business users
Voice-to-text applications
Voice-dialing of any calls

Mobivox|PL offers its carrier and service provider partners pre-packaged and marketready service solutions that reduce time to market. Voice-activated mobile services
generate additional revenue streams and enhance customer loyalty while countering
revenue loss to “minute-stealing” and customer loss to competitors. Mobivox partners
are supported through the entire development lifecycle, from service creation to
deployment to customer care.
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8.

About Mobivox
Mobivox enables innovative, voice activated mobile applications and VoIP services,
including: international outbound and inbound calling, group communications and voiceto-text services. No complex pin numbers or software downloads are required by endusers to access the services. Mobivox’s voice activated mobile services platform
seamlessly combines an optimized voice user interface, in-the-cloud contact book
storage and a comprehensive network-agnostic communications infrastructure.
Carriers and communities rebrand and resell services off the platform as a way to
quickly differentiate their offerings and leverage existing investments in customer
databases and proprietary networks. To learn more about Mobivox|PL, visit
http://blog.mobivoxpl.com.

Contact Mobivox

651 Notre-Dame West
Suite 550
Montréal, Québec
H3C 1H9
Canada
T. +1 (514) 667-0703
F. +1 (514) 954-1291
E. partners@mobivox.com
www.mobivoxpl.com
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